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0. Introduction 

Most accounts of combinatory logic postulate a husis of atomic combinators and 

describe an abstraction algorithm which, when given variables .Y 1, . . , x, and a term M, 

uses the basic combinators to build a term A not containing x1, . ., x,, such that 

Ax, x, reduces to M. The basis is usually chosen to have the property that an A can 

be built for all M and x1, . . , s,; this property is called combinatorial completeness. 

In contrast, the present paper will focus on partial bases, combinator-sets that are 

not necessarily complete. 

The three partial bases most often mentioned in the literature are { B, C, I ), 

{B,C,I,W~and{B,C,I,K}( q ore uivalently ( B, C, K}). These have attracted interest 

because of their connection with propositional logic; in fact the types of their 

combinators form the axioms of three systems of implicational logic that have been 

studied for well over fifty years. The types of B, C, I, W determine the relevance logic 

that is nowadays called R, and originated in 131; see [ 1, Ch. 1, Section 3 and Section 

83.41. Those of B, C, I and B, C, I, K correspond to two logics that have almost as long 

a history; see for example, in [S, Section 9F5 p. 3381, [6], [ll, Sections 7-81, and 

[2, Section 5.2.31. 

For these three partial bases the conditions under which abstraction can be carried 

out form a well known and very simple pattern, see Exercise 1.6 below. The aim of this 

paper is to weaken these bases and see how this pattern changes, if at all. 

We shall first weaken C to a combinator B’, chosen because { B, B’, I, W j corresponds, 

via the types of its combinators, to the logic T, of “ticket entailment” described and 

motivated in Cl, Section 6 p. 41 and Section 8.3.2 p. 761. Also { B, B’, I ) corresponds to the 

“minimal” logic T, - W discussed in [ 1, Section 8.1 I] and investigated in detail in [lo], 

and whose theorems play a significant part in the D-completeness proof for T, in [12]. 

Both { B, B’, I} and { B, B’, I, W} will be seen to fit the pattern mentioned above. 

But with the third new basis , ( B, B’, I, Kj, the pattern will somewhat surprisingly 

break down. 

We shall then try to restore the pattern by strengthening B’ just a little; B’ will be 

replaced by a new combinator T which will have the re-ordering effect of B’ without 

its bracketing effect (and from which B’ can be defined), and the pattern will be seen to 

reappear. 

The paper will thus give exact characterisations of abstractability for six partial 

bases: {B,B’,l}, {B,B’,I,W), {B,B’,I,K) and {B,T,l}, (B,T,I.WJ, (B,T,I,KJ.’ 

(Characterisations for { B, B’, I) and ( B, B’, I, W j already exist in Helman [7. Ch. 21 

but we believe the ones below will be more direct.) 

Along with each characterisation except ( B, B’, I, K f will come an abstraction 

algorithm. The formulation of an abstraction algorithm for { B, B’, I, K ‘, is still an 

open problem. We believe however that the characterisation theorem given here may 

go some way towards solving it. 

‘These characterisations will be essentially the same as those by Trig in 1141 
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1. Basic concepts 

Definition 1.1. We assume given an infinite set of variables and a set of basic 

combinators including 6, B’, C, I, K, T, W. An atom is a variable or basic combinator. 

Terms are built from atoms as usual by application; see [9, Ch. 21 for details. The sets 

of all atoms (respectively, all variables) occurring in a term M are called Atoms(M), 

Vars(M). 

A term X occurring in a term M is called a subterm of M and each occurrence of 

X in M is called a component of M. When one specific occurrence of X is being 

discussed it will be called X. 

Identity of terms will be denoted by “E” and identity of other objects by “=“. Any 

unexplained notation will be from [9, Ch. 21. 

Notation 1.2. We choose a particular infinite sequence of distinct variables u1 , u2, . . . 

out of the set of all variables available in the system. The letters 

“XI’ “ , y”, “z”, “x1”, “y,“, “zl”, . . will denote arbitrary distinct variables but 
“ 11 “ 13 

a1 3 v2 9 .” will denote only members of the chosen sequence. These will be given 

a special role below (Note 1.5.2). 

A sequence (vj,, .,., vj,) will be said to be in increasing order iff j, <j, < ... <j,. 

Definition 1.3 (Reduction, B). We assume that each basic combinator P is proper 

[S, Section 5C2], that is, it has a unique reduction axiom of form 

PX l...xk E-Q (k,Q depending on P) 

where x i, . . . . xk are distinct variables and Atoms(Q) G {xi, . . . . xk}. The reduction 

axioms for B, B’, C, I, K, T, W are assumed to be: 

BXYZ =-X(YZ), cxyz wxzy, Kxy DX, WXY =-x.Y.Y, 

B’xyz D y(xz), lx DX, Txyz D yxz. 

Reducibility (X D Y) is defined from substitution-instances of the axioms in the usual 

way, see [9, Section 2B] for details. It can be shown to have all the classic properties, 

see [S, p. 269 footnote 4a], but the only one needed in the present paper is that 

x D Y - [N/x] x D [N/x] Y. 

Definition 1.4. A (partial) basis Q is any set of basic combinators. A Cl-atom is 

a variable or member of Q, and Cl-terms are formed from @atoms by application. 

Ckcombinators are Q-terms containing no variables. Q-reducibility, -Q, is reducibility 

by the axioms for the members of Q. 

Particular bases { B, B’, I}, etc. may sometimes be called BB’I, etc. 
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Definition 1.5. (Q,-ahstractahle terms, Q,-Ah). Let n> 1 and Q be a basis. A term 

A is a Q-abstract for a term M with respect to variables .x1, . . , x, iff 

Ax,, . . . . x, B-~ M, 

Atoms(A)GQuAtoms(M)-{x,,...,x,J. 

The set of all such A is called 

{~Qxl....~n.M). 

Taking the special case that ~r,.x~, are the ur, v2, . . . introduced in Notation 1.2: 

M is called QP.-uhstructuhlr iff {,IQrI . ..L’.. M) is not empty. The set of all Q,- 

abstractable terms is called 

Qe,-Abs. 

Note 1.5.1. Q,-Abs is the least set that contains Au, . . v, for all Q-combinators A and 

is closed under beg. 

Note 1.52. The specialisation from jAQpx 1 . . . x,. M 1 to {;I’L’~ . . . on. M } is made in the 

definition of Q,-Abs to make the characterisations of Q,-Abs for various Q easier to 

state and compare (e.g. in Definition 3.5). Of course when a characterisation of the 

terms that possess Q-abstracts with respect to c’r , . , u, has been stated it can easily be 

translated into one for any sequence of variables s1 , . . . , x,. 

Exercise 1.6. For ( B, C, I ), { B, C, I, W} and ( B, C, K) the following characterisa- 

tions of abstractability are easily deduced from results in the literature, for example 

[4, pp. 78998071 or [S, Section 6A3 p. 190 or Section 9F5 p. 3381. Let n > 1 and M be 

any term; then 

(i) MEBCI,-Abs o each of c’r, . .., u, occurs exactly once in M; 

(ii) MEBCIW,-Abs o each of ur,...,v, occurs at least once in M; 

(iii) MEBCK,-Abs o each of vr, . .., P, occurs at most once in M 

o MEBCIK,-Abs. 

Definition 1.6.1. Define 

Once,={M: each of vr, . . . . u, occurs exactly once in M ), 

Once:={M: each of vr,..., v, occurs at least once in M ), 

Once; = { M: each of cr, . . . . v, occurs at most once in M}. 

Note 1.7. The aim of this paper, is to characterise Q,,-Abs in the six cases that Q is 

(i) { B, B’, I}, { B, B’, 1, W}, { B, B’, 1, K}, 

(ii) {B,T,l}, {B,T,I,W}, {B,T,I,K}. 
These bases were motivated in the introduction. Abstraction for five of them will be 

shown to follow a pattern very like that in Exercise 1.6. The exception will be 

{ B, B’, I, K I,, for which the characterisation of abstraction will be more complicated. 
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Fig. 1. 

Note 1.8 (Relative strengths ofthe bases). For any partial bases Q’ and Q, let Q’ < Q 

(Q’ is strictly weaker than Cl!) mean that (a) every member X of Q’ is definable in Q in 

the sense that there is a Q-combinator X* satisfying the reduction axiom for X, and 

(b) there is a member of Q not definable in Q’. 

Fig. 1 shows the <-relationships between the bases in this paper. Some of these are 

justified as follows. (The others are similar or trivial.) 

Proof that { B, B’, I} < { B,T, I}. In { B, T, I} one can define 

(i) B’- B( B(TB)B)T 
and deduce the reduction axiom for B’. The strictness part follows immediately from 

the characterisation of B B’I-abstraction, Theorem 2.5(i). 

Proofthat {B,T,l}<{B,C,I}. In {B,C,l} one can define T = Cl and deduce the 
reduction axiom for T. Strictness follows immediately from Theorem 6.1(i). 

Proofs that { B, C, K, W} and { B’, K, W} are complete. For { B, C, K, W} see 
[4, pp. 789-8071 or [S, Section 5Sl and Section 6A3], and for {B’, K, W} see 

[S, Section 5823. 

Note 1.8.1. The reduction property of T is almost the same as Cl: 

CIXY D YX. TX YZ D YXZ. 

But T is strictly weaker than Cl. Indeed if Cl was used instead of T the resulting 

bases would simply be interdefinable with the corresponding C-bases, because C is 



definable in terms of Cl and B thus: 

C=B(B’(CI))B where B’=B(B(CIB)B)(CI). 

In fact T is closer to B(B(CBI))(CI) than to Cl, because B( B(CBI))(Cl)xyz 

reduces to yxz by a reduction in which z is necessary. 

By the way, the T in [13, Part III, Ch. 11 Section 171 is Cl not the present T. 

Note 1.8.2. As is well known, the I in { B, C, I, K} is redundant because in { B, C, K) 

one can define I = CKK. In contrast, { B, B’, K ) and { B, T, K ) are strictly weaker than 

( B, B’, I, K} and { B,T, I, K) respectively. (Exercise: prove this by showing that 

a BB’TK-combinator X cannot have the property that Xz reduces to z, by induction 

on the number of atoms in X; the standardisation theorem for BB’TK-reduction is 

useful, and holds by [S, p. 270 and Footnote 4a, p. 2691.) 

Definition 1.9 (Powers using B). [S, pp. 163-165.1 Define X . YE BX Y and 

x0=1, xl-x, X*=X’-‘t,X (for ~32). 

Lemma 1.9.1. For all terms M, N, X 1, , X, (r >, 0), 

(i) B’MNX, . ..X. D M(NXI . ..X.). 

(ii) K’MX I... X,=-M, 
(iii) W’MN D MNN . . . N (with r+ 1 N’s on the right). 

2. B B’ I- and B B’ I W-abstractability 

Definition 2.1 (n-constants, Cons,,). Let n > 1. An n-constant is a term in which none of 

ui, . . , v, occurs; the set of all n-constants is called Cons,,. 

Definition 2.2 (n-index, Znd,(M)). The n-index of Ui is i if 1 <i<n; the n-index of an 

n-constant atom is 0. The n-index of a term M is the maximum of the n-indices of its 

atoms and is called Ind,(M). 

Note 2.2.1. Let l<k<n. If i$(k+l,..., n ), then Ind,(oi)= Ind,(oi). Hence if X does 

not contain ak+i. . . . . v,, then 

Ind,(X) = Ind,(X). 

Definition 2.3. Define Vars,(X)=Vars(X)n jci, . . . . r,,). If L’,,, . . . . ri, are the distinct 

members of Vars,(X) in increasing order, define 

(Vars,)(X)=(ql. . . ..I)~.). 

Note 2.3.1. The set HRM, to be defined next will be the key to all the abstraction- 

characterisations involving B, B’ and I. The BB’I.-abstractable terms will turn out to 

be exactly the members of HRM, nOnce,; and when the basis is increased to BB’IW 
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the extra abstractable terms will still be in HRM, (Theorem 2.5). Even for BB’IK the 

abstractable terms will all be obtainable from members of HRM, by deleting some 

variables and substituting constants for others (Section 4). 

Definition 2.4 (HRM,, hereditary right-maximal terms). Let n3 1. The set HRM, of 

hereditarily right-maximal terms (relative to n) is defined thus: 

(i) all atoms are in HRM,; 

(ii) if P, QEHRM, and Ind,(P)dInd,(Q), then PQEHRM,. 

Example 2.4.1. For n=4, the set HRM4 contains v~, v6, B, DAYS, Blv1v2, us Bvlv2, 

u2u3(u5u3), u2u3(v1uq), but not B9v2, u1u3(u1v2), u3B. 

Note 2.4.2. If MEHRM,, it is easy to see that 

(i) every subterm of M is in HRM, and has n-indexdInd,(M); 

(ii) the members of Vars,(M) need not occur in increasing order in M from left to 

right; for example consider M = v2v3(v1 v4)eHRM4. 

Lemma 2.4.3. Zf MEHRM, then 

(i) Ind,(M) is the n-index of the rightmost atom in M; 

(ii) v, occurs in M o the rightmost atom of M is v, o Ind,(M) = n. 

Lemma 2.4.4. MEHRM, 

o (i) for every nonatomic subterm PQ of M, Ind,(P)<Ind,(Q) 

o (ii) for every subterm P of M, Ind,(P) is the index of the rightmost atom in P. 

Lemma 2.4.5. Cons, G HRM,. 

Lemma 2.4.6. If 1 <k < n and vk + 1, . , v, do not occur in M, then 

MEHRM,‘ o MEHRM,. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.4.4(i) and Note 2.2.1. Cl 

Theorem 2.5 (Characterising BB’I,- and BB’IW,-abstractability). Let n > 1. Then 

(i) B B’ I,-Abs = HRM, n Once,, 

(ii) BB’IW,-Abs=HRM,nOncei. 

Proof. (i) The equation will be proved in two parts, “G” and “2”. 

Proof of “G”. Let MEBB’I,-Abs; then there is an AE{;~~~“v~...v,.M), which 

implies 

AU 1 . ..v. DBB,~ M. 

Note that Au 1.. . v,EOnce, and B B’I-reductions do not cancel or duplicate variables, 

so MEOnce,. Also Au1 . . . v,EHRM, trivially, so it is enough to prove that HRM, is 

closed under BB’I-reduction. This will be done in Lemma 3.2. 
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Proof&‘?“. Definition 3.5 will include a BB’I-abstraction algorithm and Lemma 

3.6(ii) will prove that it gives an output for every input in HRM,nOnce,. 

(ii) Proof 0f“C”. Like (i), noting that Lemma 3.2 will prove that HRM, is closed 

under BB’IW- as well as BB’I-reduction. 

Proof of “2”. Like (i), using Lemma 3.6(i). 0 

3. B B’ I- and B B’ I W-abstraction algorithms 

Lemma 3.1 (Replacement lemma for HRM,). Let n> 1. If XEHRM, and v is an 

occurrence of a term V in X, and X’ is the result qf replacing v by a term V’EHRM, 

such that Ind,( V’) = Ind,( V), then 

X’EHRM,, Ind,(X’)= Ind,(X). 

Proof. Easy induction on X, using Sections 2.4.222.4.3. 0 

Lemma 3.2 (Closure of HRM, under BB’IW-reduction). Let n > 1. IJUEHRM, and 

U DBB,IW V, then VEHRM, and Ind,(V)=Ind,(U). 

Proof. Let UEHRM,. It is enough to prove the result when V comes from U by one 

contraction. Let l? be an occurrence in U of a redex R with one of the forms 

BX YZ, B’XYZ, IZ, WYZ. 

Let V be the result of replacing R in U by a term R’ with form, respectively, 

X( y-a Y(XZ), z, YZZ. 

By Note 2.4.2(i), REHRM, and X, Y, ZEHRM, with 

Ind,(X) < Ind,( Y) < Ind,(Z). 

Then R’EHRM, follows easily from the definition of HRM,. Also 

Ind,(R’) = Ind,(Z) = Ind,(R). 

Then Lemma 3.1 gives the result. 0 

Note 3.3 (Motivating the abstraction algorithm). Algorithm 3.5.1 below will build 

BB’I- and BB’IW-abstracts, and will be used in proving that 

HRM,nOnce, E BB’I,-Abs, HRM,nOncei G BB’IW,-Abs. 
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(See Lemma 3.6.)* It will construct an n-variable abstract 

A*v,...v,.M 

in n “sweeps”: constructing first A*v,. M, then A*v,_~.(~*v,.M), etc. However, for 

each i~jl,...,,} certain choices made while building ~*Di.(;1*Ui+1...v”.M) will de- 

pendonwherev,,...,vi_,occurin(;l*oi+l... v,. M), so the sweeps will not be defined 

independently. 

To motivate this feature, let n=4 and try to evaluate 

~*vr...v,.v*v~(v~v~). 

The first step is to make an abstraction with respect to vq. A look at the reduction 

axiom for B in Definition 1.3 suggests that we could simply define 

But this naive approach leads into a cul-de-sac, because when we come to the next 

step, I*v3, we find that B(v,v,)v, is not in HRM3 and so is not BB’IW,-abstractable 

(by Theorem 2.5). The algorithm below (and that in [14]) overcome this problem by 

moving atoms with higher indices to the right. One way of doing this would be to 

define 

The output of Algorithm 3.5.1 will in fact be slightly longer than this, namely 

I*v,.v2v3(v1v4)= B’(B’lv,)(v,v,). 

This is because the algorithm also aims at obtaining the extra property of preservation 

of principal type (Remark 3.7) and the simplest way of doing this is to always define 

~*vj.vivj to be B’lvi not vi (when i<j). 

Definition 3.4. S=B(BW)(B(B’B’)B’), S’=B(BW)(BBB’). 

Note 3.4.1. SXJJZ DBB,W XZ(JJZ), S’XYZ DBB,W YZ(XZ). 

Definition 3.5 (Abstraction using B, B’, I, W). Given II 3 1 and MEHRM, with each of 

vi, . . . . v, occurring at least once in M, define 

/l*lI1... v,.M=~*~~.(...(l*v,.M)...), 

where A* v,. M, I* v,_ 1 .(A* v,. M), etc. are constructed in turn using Algorithm 3.5.1. 

‘The algorithm used in [14, Ch. 21 and in an earlier version of this paper was different from Algorithm 

3.5.1 here. The referee of that earlier version pointed out that a more efficient algorithm occurs in Glenn 

Helman’s [7, Ch. 31, so we shall use the Helman algorithm here. The algorithm in [14] is independent of 
that in [7] though its core is essentially the same device. Incidentally, Helman’s [7] contains a restriction on 

the input of his algorithm which amounts in essence to a characterisation of when abstraction is possible; 

but it does not seem to be as simple as the characterisation given here in Theorem 2.5. 
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Algorithm 3.51 (Helman’s abstraction algorithm for BB’I, BB’IW). 

Input: n>l, iE{l,..., n} and any YEHRM, containing an occurrence of Ui. 

Output: a term A*vi. Y defined by induction on Y thus. 

Basis: Y-vi. Define 

/l*ci.vi-I. 

Induction step: Y- U V. 

Case 1: vi does not occur in U and A*vi. V is defined. Define 

(b) A*tii.UV=BU(I*ui.V) if i>l and Indi_i(U)<Indi_i(V) or i=l; 

(b’) A*G~.UVEB’(A*U~.V)U if i>l and Indi_i(U)>Indi_i(V). 

Case 2: vi occurs in U and V, and i* vi. U and ;1* Vi. V are defined. Define 

(s) A*t+.UVzS(A*ui.U)(A*ui.V) ifi>l and Indi_i(U)bIndi_i(V) ori= 

(s’) l*l;i.UV=S’(I*z~i.V)(A*~~i.U) if i>l and Indi_i(U)>Indi_i(V). 
1; 

Lemma 3.6. (i) !f‘ MEHRM, n Once: then Definition 3.5 succeeds in dejining a term 

l,*al . . . u,.M and that term is in the set (IBB”wvl . ..v..M}. 

(ii) If MEHRM,nOnce, then the ,l*vl...v,.M defined by Dejinition 3.5 is in 
BB’I {A u,...u,.Mj. 

Proof. To prove (i) it is enough to prove for each i= 1, . . . . n that if YEHRM, and 

Y contains at least one occurrence of tli, then 

(1) Algorithm 35.1 succeeds in defining ~*Oi. Y, 

(2) (Levi. Y)z:~ DBB,IW Y, Atoms(A*ci. Y) G { B, B’, I, W} uAtoms( Y)- IUi}, 

(3) each of ui, . . . . ui_ 1 occurs exactly as often in A*vi. Y as it does in Y, 

(4) Levi. YEHRM~_~ if i>2. 

To prove (ii) it is enough to prove also: 

(5) if ui only occurs once in Y then Case 2 of Algorithm 3.5.1 does not occur. 

We shall prove (l))(5) by induction on Y. The only nontrivial ones are (1) and (4). 

Basis: Y is an atom. Since Y contains ui, then Y-v;, so (1) holds. Also (4) 

because i 2, 

step: U Since Note implies VEHRMi. 

t’i in the atom Y vi Lemma hence occurs V, SO 

by (1) of the induction hypothesis, A* vi. V is defined. Also 1* vi. U is defined if Vi occurs 

in U. Hence Cases 1 and 2 of the algorithm define Il*ui.UV, so (1) holds. 

To prove that U V satisfies (4) let i 3 2. 
Case 1: vi does not occur in U. Now UEHRM,, so UEHRMi_1 by Lemma 2.4.6. 

Also I*L+. VeHRMi_ 1 by part (4) of the induction hypothesis; and by part (3) of the 

induction hypothesis and the definition of Ind,_ 1, 

(6) Indi_i(l*ui.V)=Indi_i(V). 

Subcuse lb: Indi_,(U)<Indi_,(V) and ~*vi.UV=BU(~*Vi.V). Then I*oi.UVE 

HRMi~l by (6) and Definition 2.4. 
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Suhcaselb’: Indi_l(U)>Indi_l(V)and~*vi.UV-B’(~*vi.V)U.Then;l*vi.UVE 

HRMi_ 1 by (6) and Definition 2.4. 

Case 2: ci occurs in CJ. Then by the induction hypothesis, A* Vi. U and 1* vi. V are 

defined and in HRM,_,, and 

(7) Indi_i(A*ri.U)=Indi_i(U), Indi_i(A*vi.V)=Indi_i(V). 

Subcase 2s: Indi_i(U)<Indi_i(V) and ~*Vi.UV=S(~*Vi.U)(~*Vi.V). Then 

~*oi.UVEHRMi_l by (7) and Definition 2.4. 

Suhcase 2s’: Indi_i(U)>Indi_,(V) and II*vi.UV=S’(l*vi.V)(A*vi.U). Then 

1*tii.UV~HRMi_i by (7) and Definition 2.4. 0 

Remark 3.7 (Principal type schemes of’ahstructs). Let Q = ( B, B’, I $ or { B, B’, I, W ). 

Let M be a Q-term with Vars(M)={v,,..., v.}. Let M have a type in the type- 

assignment system of [9, Ch. 141; it then has a principal type-scheme (p.t.s.) in the 

sense of [9, Definition 14.313, call it fi. There is also a “principal basis” of assumptions 

of form 

from which the type-assignment M : /I is deduced. Now suppose M is Q.-abstractable, 

so there exists A~{l”v, . . . u,. M ); is there such an A whose p.t.s. is exactly 

(CX, -‘(cl2 -+(. . (cx+fi). . .))? (8) 

Not every .4~{A~~ji... v,. M} has this p.t.s. For example, if n=2 and M E-U~II~, then 

ltli v2 D M and the p.t.s. of I is (a+a), but to satisfy (8) it would need to be 

(a+h)+(u+h). 

However, by standard p.t.s.-checking it can be shown that the abstract constructed in 

Definition 3.5 has the p.t.s. (8) (in the case that Vars(M)= (vi, . . ..v.)). Thus the 

abstraction algorithm “preserves p.t.s.“. (And so does the corresponding algorithm in 

[14, Ch. 21.) 

We have not checked this property for the algorithms below for the other bases. 

4. BB’IK-abstractability 

Remark 4.1. By analogy with Example 1.6 and Theorem 2.5 one might expect that 

BB’IK,-Abs=HRM.nOnce,. 

But this is false. For example let n=2 and ME v1 I; then M EBB’IK,-A~~ because 

B’(KI)v,v, rzv,l, 

but M $ HRM, n Once; because M $ HRMz. 

However, ~‘r I can be “expanded” to make a member of HRMz n Once; by inserting 

the variable v2 into its second component thus: c’i ( Iv2 ). This remark will be generalis- 

ed in Theorem 4.5. 
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Definition 4.2 (Deletion). Let n > 1. For any set X G {ul, . . . , un} and any term Y, 

define k9~( Y) to be the result of deleting all members of X from Y. (It is undefined if 

Atoms(Y) G X.) In detail: 

(i) Dx(y)= y, if y is an atom distinct from all members of X; 

(ii) U&(UV)= IEJ~( P’), if Atoms(U) G X and Atoms(V) g X; 

(iii) ED~(UV)= ED~(U), if Atoms(U) $ Ix and Atoms(V) E X; 

(iv) D~(UP’)-EIJ~(U)D~(V), if Atoms(U) $ X and Atoms(V) $ X. 

Example 4.2.1. Let n=5; ~~,.~~l.~,C~~(KBuZ(~~(IuJ))~~)~KBIu~. 

Note 4.2.2. In the case X =@ one has ilDo( Y)= Y for all Y. 

Definition 4.3. Del(HRM,nOnce;) is the set of all terms of form Dx( Y) where 

XG{U,,..., un} and YEHRM, n Once;. 

Definition 4.4 (Sub,,). A harmless substitution for X is a substitution 0 of n-constants 

for all or some of Vars,(X ). If Vars,(X ) = {v,, , . . . , uTp} we shall write CJ as 

0(X ) = IIZ, /u,, > . . . > Z,/~rpl x 

where for each i<p, either ZiGCons, or Zi-uu,#. The set of all terms obtained by 

harmless substitutions from members of a given set V of terms is called Sub,V. 

Theorem 4.5 (Characterising BB’IK,-abstractability). Let n> 1. For all terms M, 

MgBB’IK,-Abs ++ MESub,Del(HRM,nOnce;) 

Proof. To prove “j”, suppose MEBB’IK,-Abs. Then there exists A such that 

AU, . ..u. DBB’IK M. 

Now Au1 . . . u, is clearly in HRM, A Once;, so, using the deletion Dg and the empty 

substitution, 

Au, . ..u.~Sub,Del(HRM,nOnce;). 

But Sub,Del(HRM,nOnce;) is closed under BB’IK-reduction by Lemma 5.1 below, 

SO 

MESub,Del(HRM,nOnce;). 

For the proof of “e” see Lemma 5.7.1. El 

5. B B’ I K-abstraction lemmas 

Lemma 5.1. Let n> 1. IfP~Sub,Del(HRM,nOnce~) and P E-BB,~KQ, then 

QESub,Del(HRM,nOnce;). 
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Proof. By a replacement lemma and case analysis similar to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. The 

details are in [14, Ch. 3, Section B]. 0 

Note 5.2. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.5 we need a proof that every M in 

Sub,Del(HRM,nOnce,) is BB’IK,-abstractable. The following definitions and lem- 

mas will be needed. 

Definition 5.3 (Eliminating variables using B, I, K). Cf. [4, pp. 803-804.1 Given n > 1, 

a sequence r=(r,, . . . . r,,) with O<p<n and 1 dri <r2<...<r,dn, and any term N, 

define 

Elim ,1,~.N-B”~1E,(B”-2E,_1(...(B1Ez(E1N))...)), 

where &-I if i~r and ,5,-K if i$r. 

Lemma 5.3.1. Elim ,I,I,Nvl . ..c. bBlK NL’,, . ..ur.. 

Note 5.3.2. By BB’I-abstraction a combinator Elim,,,! could be found such that 

Elim,,,,N D Elim,.r.N, but the use of Elim,! would give longer abstracts below. 

Lemma 5.4 (Deleting components using I, K). Given n 3 1, and given a term Y in 

HRM, n Once;, and a set X of uariahles such that D,(Y) is dejined, there exists a term 

Y* composed only qfoccurrences of I, K and atoms in Y, such that 

(i) Y* Dam h(y)> 

(ii) Y*EHRM.nOnce;, Vars,(Y*)=Vars,(Y), Ind,(Y*)=Ind,(Y). 

Proof. By induction on Y. We shall abbreviate “Dx” to “D”. 

Case 1: Y is an atom. Since ltD( Y) is defined, D(Y) must be Y. Define Y* = Y. 

Case 2: YEUV and U, VEHRM.nOnce; and Ind,(U)<Ind,(V). 

Suhcase2.1: D(U)and E~(V)aredefinedand D(Y)-D(U)[D,(V).Bytheinduction 

hypothesis there exist U* and I’* satisfying(i) and (ii) with respect to U and V. Define 

Y* = U * V*. It is easy to see that this Y* satisfies (i) and (ii). 

S&case 2.2: D(V) is undefined and D( Y)= m(U). By the induction hypothesis 

there exists U * satisfying (i) and (ii). Then U * D D(U). Define 

Suhcase 2.3. D(U) is undefined and ED(Y)=lED(V). By the induction hypothesis 

there exists V* satisfying (i) and (ii). Then V* D D(V). Define 

Y*-KlUI’*. 0 

Lemma 5.5. Let n>l. Let M~HRM,nonce, with 

(Vars,>(M)=(v,l,...,C,p) (pal). 

Then M has a BB’I-abstract A with respect to L+,, . .., I+.,. (A has the property 

Au i-, . . . bD DBB,l M.) 



Proof. Let M a = [c 1 I(:,. ,. . . . . I’~/z~,,] M. Then, by an easy induction on M. 

M’EHRM,nOncc,. (9) 

The key fact in proving (7) is that by the definition of (Vars,)(M) in Definition 2.3. 

1 <p<n, I <r,<n, i<,j 3 ri-caj, 

and so for any subterm P’Q’ of Ma obtained by substitution from a subterm PQ of M. 

Ind,(P)tlnd,(Q) * Ind,(P’)<Ind,(Q’). 

By (9) and Lemma 3.6(ii). Ma has a BB’I-abstract. This is A. I 

Definition 5.6 (Suhstitutiorl-lrrrlzs). Let YgHRM,,nOnce[ and let u be a harmless 

substitution for Y, say 

fJ( Y) = [Z 1 /rr,, . . , zph’l.p] Y, 

where (u,., . . . . , v,.~, t = Vars( Y). For each i<p define a term Z! thus: 

Z~EI if Zi--.,.,, 

Z! E B’( KZi) if Z,ECons,, 

For any term N, define 

Sub,, li, y, s = B p ’ Z;( B p-2Z;_,(...(B1Z;(lZ;N))...)). 

Lemma 5.6.1. Sub,,,,, )..,~v,., /I,.~ DBB*IK a(Nr\,., turf). 

Definition 5.7 (Ahtrucrior~ ltsiny B, B’, I, K). Given M. II, X. Y and a substitution 

(T such that MGO(UI~(Y)). YEHRM”nOnce;, define A*r., . ..l.,,.M thus. 

If MECons,, define i*l., I’,. M = K”,‘M. If not, apply the following steps. 

Strp 1: Construct Y* as in Lemma 5.4. such that Y* DIK &.( Y ). Let 

(Vars,)(Y*)=(r.,. ,,..., I.~,,)> ~=(r-, . . . . . VP). 

Srrp 2. Construct A as in Lemma 5.5, such that .41-,.] I‘,.,, DBB,I I’* 

Step 3. Construct S=Sub,,,., ), , as in Lemma 5.6. 

Step 4. Define i* t’, I’,,. ,‘kI z Elim,,,,. ,s ~1s in Definition 5.3. 
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Proof. In the notation of Definition 5.7, and using the fact that U D V implies 

a(U) D a(V) for all U, V, we have 

EIim,l,,.sol . ..u. DBIK su,, vrp by Lemma 5.3.1 

DBB’IK cr(Au,, . . . ZI,~) by Lemma 5.6.1 

DBB,l dy*) by Lemma 5.5 

DIK a(&( Y)) by Lemma 5.4 

G M. q 

Note 5.7.2. (i) The above Lemma completes the proof of Theorem 4.7. 

(ii) Definition 5.7 is not quite a BB’IK-abstraction algorithm because it needs 

CJ and X as inputs besides M and n. 

6. BTI-, BTIW and BTIK-abstractability 

As stated in the Introduction and Discussion 1.7, we shall now replace B’ by the 

slightly stronger combinator T and show that the simple abstractability pattern of 

Exercise 1.6 is restored after its partial break-up for BB’I, BB’IW, and BB’IK. 

Theorem 6.1 (Characterising BTI,-, BTIW,-, BTIK,-Abs). Let n > 1. Then 

(i) BTI,-Abs =Once,n {M: c’, is the rightmost atom of M}; 

(ii) BTIW,-Abs= Once: n { M: v, is the rightmost utom of M ); 

(iii) BTIK,-Abs=Once, n {M: v,$Vars(M) or U, is the rightmost atom of Mj. 

Proof. For “ 5 ” in (i)-(iii): it is easy to see that BTIW-reductions preserve the 

property that the rightmost atom of M is v”, and K-reductions the property that the 

rightmost atom is M is un if v, occurs in M. Then ” C” follows like Theorem 2.5 “ G “. 

For ” 2” in (i)-(iii): see Lemma 6.3. 0 

Lemma 6.2 (Permuting using B, T, I). Let r 3 1 and 71 he any permutation qf( 1, . . . , r) 

with x(r)=r. Then ,for each term N there is a term Perm,,N, composed only of 

occurrences qf B, T, I and N, suck that 

Perm n,N~l . ..v. D Nv,(,)...c,(,,. 

Proof. It can be shown that for every permutation rr of (1,. .., r), the sequence 

(rc( l), , n(r)) can be obtained from (1, . . . , r) by a finite series of moves of the form: 

move the number in the ith position to thejth position for somej> i. More precisely, 

a move changes a sequence 

(a(l), . . . . o(i- l), a(i),cr(i+ l), . . . . o(j), o(.i+ I), . . . . g(r)) 



(where 0 is some permutation of (1, . . ..r)). to the sequence 

(c(1). . . . . o(i- l),o(i+ I), . . . . a(,j),a(i),(~(j+ I), . . . . 0419) 

Also, since n(r)=r, we can assume that ,j<r in each of these moves. 

The term Perm,., will be defined by induction on the least number of such moves 

required to change (1, . . . . r) into (7r( 1). . . . . rc(r)). 

Basis: no moves. Then n(i) = i for all i < r; define Perm,,,,, = N. 

Itdwtion step: let (rr( l), . . . . n(r)) be obtained from (a( I), . . . . O(Y)), where (r is 

a permutation of (1. . . . . r) and a(r)= I’. by moving a(i) to the ,jth position for some 

j with i+ 1 <,j<r- 1. Note that 1 <i<r-2. Define 

N*=B”((TT) B (TB’-‘) ‘B T)N, 

Perm,,,v = Perm,, ,,,* 

Proof. (i))(iii) will be treated together for most of the proof and then split near the 

end. In the joint treatment 11, will be assumed to occur in M; the case in (iii) that 

I’, does not occur in M will be considered at the end. 

Let M be any term whose rightmost atom is an occurrence of 13,. A component V of 

M will be called a ttm~itnal tz-cmstunt umpotwttt of M iff VECons,, and V is not 

a proper part of another component of M in Cons,,. 

Clearly M is a combination of its maximal n-constant components and some 

occurrences of r1 , , I’,,. More precisely, M can be expressed as 

M-[BI~)lI....,B,!!~,]M*, (10) 

where M * is composed only of new variables jsl, . , y,,, and each jsi occurs exactly 

once in M * in increasing order from left to right in M *, and each of Br . . . , B, is either 

one of I’~, . . . . r,, or a maximal n-constant component of M. Also B,EP,,. 

LetB=(B, ,..., B,);notethattn>ttandB ,,..., B, need not all be distinct. Also tn. 

M * and B are uniquely determined when M and tI are given. 

The maximal n-constant components of M in B form a subsequence of @ 

B,.,,=(B,. ,,..., B,.h) (h>O, 1 <r, <...<r,), 

and the occurrences of t:r. . . . . I:, in B also form a subsequence 

B,,,\=(Rl, . . . . B,+) (k> 1. 1 <s, <.-. <sk), 

and It+k=mand ir, ,..., rh)u(sl ,...,. s,)=(l,..., m). 

Now since yr, , ym occur in M * in increasing order from left to right, we can apply 

Theorem 2.5(i) to M* to give a BB’I-combinator, call it Build,,,, such that 

Buildhryl . ..y.,, DBB,I M*. (11) 
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And by Note 1.8(i) we can define BuildM as a BTI-combinator. And (10) and (11) give 

BuildM B1 . . &, DBTl M. (12) 

Now the members of &,,, are occurrences of ur, . . . , u, in the order they occur in 

M from left to right. Re-arrange them into increasing order and call the resulting 

sequence 

BV*rs=(U[ ,)...) Ljfx), l<t,<...dtk<n. 

(Note that tl , . . . , tk need not be all distinct; for example if u, occurs j times in M then 

t,=tS=...=tj=l.)Then define 

This B* is obtainable from B by a permutation n. (rc might not be unique, because if 

a ui (i<n) has several occurrences in M there will be several identical members of 

&,, and hence several ways of re-arranging B,,,, to form @,*,,,.) 

A TL can be chosen that does not change B,, because vt, = B,. (u,~ E B, because, first, 

the rightmost atom is M is v, and hence B,Ev, by definition of B,, and, second, 

L’,, = U, by definition of &,.) H ence Lemma 6.2 can be applied to n, m and Build, to 

give 

Perm,,Build, BrI . . . B,h~f,. . . II(, [>BTI BuildM B, . B, 

DBTI M by (12). 

Now define CM E Perm, Build,,, Brl.. . Brh. Then CM is composed of B, T, I and atoms 

of M other than ct, . . . . u,, and, by above, 

CMC,,... rrk DBTl M. (13) 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. (i) Let M EOnce,. Then B,*,,, = (c’t , . . . , t’“). We must construct 

an AE{A~~‘L’, . . . u,. M ): simply define A E CM and use (13). 

(ii) Let MEOnce:. Then (cl,, . . . . v,,) consists of ul, . . . . U, in increasing order with 

each ci repeated as many times as it occurs in M. Hence the left side of (13) is a term in 

HRM,, so by Theorem 2..5(ii) there exists A such that 

Then Ao, . ..u. reduces to M by (13). 

(iii) Let MEOnce; and either u, not occur in M or u, be the rightmost atom of M. 

We must construct an AE~L~~‘~u~...zI,.M). 

Case 1: U, occurs in M. Then B,*;,, and CM can be defined as above. Apply 

Definition 5.3 to CM and the sequence t=(tl, . . . . tk), and define 

A c Elim,. c&, 



CUSS 2: C, does not occur in M. Let L’j,, . . . , L’jh (1 <h <n) be those of vl, . . . , v, that do 

not occur in M, in increasing order. Then ,jh = n. Define 

P-KhMql . ..P.~. 

Then P DBK M and by Theorem 6.1 (i) there exists an A E jA BT’vl . ~1,. P). Then 

Al, 1 . . . C, DBTI P C-BK M. I 
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